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”On The Longing,
Robert
Montgomerie
gives us updated,
classic pop with
intelligent music
and the sensitive
lyrics of today.”
Brian HobbsAmerican
songwriter/
producer
The album’s first
single Backwards,
has exceeded
8.000 airplays
since the release,
including
American and
Scandinavian
radio.
Bruce Swedien,
legendary since
his collaboration
with Quincy Jones
on Michael
Jackson’s Thriller,
recently chose the
album track
Absence of Light
for his exclusive
ITSW workshop.
Produced by
Marcus Black,
credited with
several
international
platinum selling
records, including
artists such as
Ana Johnsson,
A-Teens, and
Sturm und Drang.
Mastered at
Abbey Road
Studios in London
by Steve Rooke,
responsible for the
stereo edition of
the recently
re-mastered
Beatles catalogue,
and Alex Wharton.

Including the tracks
1. the longing
2. path of love
3. absence of light
4. love, approva
and appriciationl

the longing
e.p.

ROBERT MONTGOMERIE

The Longing – Robert Montgomerie
spiritual pop with a classic twist from
Sweden
In your life - do you have a dream you long to fulfil? Swedish debutant Robert
Montgomerie finally decided to make his dream come true - overcoming illness and
selling a multi-million dollar business in the process. The Longing is the new single
and title track from an album that has already begun to touch people’s hearts
around the world.
During most of his life, Robert nurtured
a dream of making his own record,
meanwhile pursuing a successful career in the
wine trade: ”Apparently, I had to get seriously
ill before I would change my
life priorities and finally go
for my dream”. During a
meditation retreat, a shift
of perception occurred and
Robert began what he calls
his journey back home.
After slowly recovering
from his illness and selling
his wine business, Robert at
last focused whole heartedly
on his music.
Swedish by origin, with a British spelling
of his name and his younger years spent in
the USA, Robert is used to questions
regarding his background: ”Growing up in
America during a period of great social
change, and the evolution of what we call pop
or rock music, surely affected my personal as
well as my musical development”.
His songs have been compared to artists
ranging from The Beatles to Jack Johnson.
When asked why the music sounds the way it
does, he says: ”Having been involved in
projects for other artists, including country,
funk and chart-pop, I felt like taking a more
organic route for my own album. I imagined
the record as a vinyl-LP, and that influenced

the entire process. We followed the trail of
artists like ABBA, Led Zeppelin and The
Beatles - working in legendary studios such as
Polar, Atlantis and Abbey Road, using real
instruments to the extent
possible. Since these songs
were all written from my
heart, and not intended as
a commercial project, I
wanted the framing to be
genuine.”
Continuing to explain
what he means by spiritual
pop: ”Most pop music is
constructed from a given template, with
rather light-weight lyrics. There’s nothing
wrong in that, but I am more interested in
touching the heart of my listeners encouraging people to look inside by sharing
my own experience. And I see no
contradiction in combining that intention
with classic pop music.”
Robert is based just outside Stockholm,
Sweden, living with his wife and four
children. He has started writing songs for a
second album and is currently finishing work
on a video to accompany the new single.
Further information available through
press agent Charlotte Alfvin, and on the artist
website. Radio broadcast quality tracks
available through Airplay Direct™.
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